
Steam Station Iron 

Features:

High steam pressure and a smooth 
ceramic soleplate for efficient crease 
removal. Safety features include auto 
shut off and boil dry protection.

For more information please call 1300 663 907 or visit www.stirlingappliances.com.au

Ceramic Soleplate
Easily smooth creases with a 
high quality non-stick finish

Convenient removable water tank 
with a large 1.7L capacity for 

longer use without refilling

1.7L Tank 2400W Power
2400W total power delivers 
maximum steam and heat in 

minimum time

6 Bar 
High pressure steam for fast, 

efficient crease removal

1.7L
6

STS2406



Starting Up:
Warnings:
•   Only use tap water in the water tank, do not use rain water, bottled water, detergents, descaling agents or any other chemicals. 
•   Do not touch the iron soleplate at any time during use, to avoid risk of burns.
•   Before storing, ensure the Steam Station Iron has completely cooled down. This may take up to 2 hours.
•   Never leave iron face down on any surface. Always place iron back on the main unit or stand the iron vertically in between 
     ironing strokes. 

Position the Steam Station Iron on a firm level table, bench or ironing board.

Power

Tank Capacity

Warranty

Model Specifications STS2406

2000-2400W 

1.7L

3 years

Remove the water tank and fill with 
normal tap water, ensuring the water 

does not exceed the MAX fill line.

Select the desired steam setting by 
pressing either the right or left arrows. 
The corresponding light will flash to 
indicate the boiler is heating to the 

selected setting.

Press the iron release button and 
rotate the iron clockwise to release 

from the locking mechanism.

To iron with steam, press the steam 
button and release as desired. 

Once you have finished ironing turn 
the unit off by pressing and holding 
the ON/OFF button and removing 

the plug from the power point.

Plug the unit into a household 
power point and turn power 

point on.

Select the desired soleplate 
heat setting by rotating the iron 

temperature dial. 

Once the selected steam setting 
light has stopped flashing and 
the iron thermostat light is off, 

the unit is ready for use. 

Press the ON/OFF button, the 
unit will beep once.  The iron 
thermostat light will turn on.

NOTES
•  The unit may make a pumping noise for a few       
    seconds, this is normal. 
•  Always refer to garment manufacturer   
    recommendations for the correct temperature setting.
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